
TIPS FOR A SAFE & SUCCESSFUL RAKU
 If this is your first time and you need help, look for someone 
wearing an ASK ME sticker.

 No sandals or flip-flop type shoes.

 Long hair must be tied back.

 LIMIT 2 PIECES MAX!

 The last kiln load goes in at 2:15.

GET STARTED:
You will receive this sheet with up to 2 index cards (one card per pot). These cards will be 
used to identify your piece throughout the raku firing process. 

IF YOU HAVE YOUR OWN BISQUE:
Make sure the Glaze Assistant checks it before you start glazing (to verify it’s actually bisque). We 
also need to know the clay body you used to make your pot.

IF YOU NEED A POT TO GLAZE:
Visit the Bisque Assistant to purchase a piece (typically priced between $3 and $5 each)

DON’T GLAZE THE BOTTOM OF YOUR POT!

 Once finished glazing, the Glaze Assistant will show you where to put your pot on the inside drying 
table. Make sure your index card is placed under your pot. 

 Listen for your name. A Firemaster (or their Assistant) will call your name when it’s time to load your 
pot in the kiln. There are a limited number of active roles during the each firing. Participants with pots 
in the kiln will fill those spots first. Our goal is to make sure everyone has an opportunity to learn and 
participate if they want to. 

 Follow the Firemaster’s directions throughout the firing.  The Firemaster is in charge of the kiln and 
the safety of everyone involved, so please listen carefully.

 Make sure you know where your pot is located in the kiln. Pots look different after they’re fired.

 Once the firing is completed, the Firemaster will direct the unloading of the kiln. 

 Everyone not involved with unloading that particular kiln load should stay outside of the chalk circle 
around the kiln.

 Make sure you know which metal garbage can your pot goes into.

 The Firemaster will let you know when your pot is ready to be removed from the garbage can (with 
raku tongs) and placed gently in the tub of water. After cooling briefly, scrub it clean with an SOS pad.



Did you...
have an awesome time today?

learn from the experience?

glaze a pot to take home?
enjoy participating?

!nd out how a raku kiln is !red?

get fantastic results?
receive help from a Firemaster?

If any of these apply and you’d like to help Bracker’s 
continue to keep this a free event for everyone 

(propane isn’t cheap!), please feel free to contribute a 
buck or two to offset the cost of propane.

Thank you! 785-841-4750 (in Lawrence)
888-822-1982 (Toll Free)

www.brackers.com

CLAY AIN’T DIRT!
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